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A MESSAGE FROM
THE DIRECTOR
Welcome to the 10th Annual International Society for the Social Studies Annual Conference. I
hope you enjoy the conference and find an array of useful sessions to attend. The conference
program includes nearly a hundred presentations from individuals from all over the world,
representing five continents.
I would like to thank the presenters and attendees. Without the dedication and professionalism of
all the conference presenters and attendees this conference would not be possible. I would also
like to thank the advisory board members, conference staff, and proposal reviewers for their
dedication and hard work. Without all of these individuals we would not have the amazing,
informative, and beneficial program that we do.
Again, I hope you enjoy the conference and find the presentations valuable. Enjoy the sessions
and I hope to see you again at next year’s conference.
Sincerely,

William B. Russell III, Director
The International Society for the Social Studies
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9:30 - 9:55
.::MEET & GREET SESSION::.
MORGRIDGE INTERNATIONAL READING CENTER
The International Society for the Social Studies:
Meet & Greet Session
Welcome! This meet and greet session will feature complimentary coffee and snacks and will
allow participants to socialize with other conference attendees.
10:00 - 10:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 117
Session Chair: Michael J. Berson
Placing Social Studies at the Center: Integrating Methods Course Instruction into Field
Experiences
Michael J. Berson, University of South Florida (USA)
Ilene R. Berson, University of South Florida (USA)
This session highlights an integrated approach to instruction that fosters intentional linkages
between social studies methods courses and field-based experiences in elementary teacher
education. The presenters will showcase strategies for scaffolding theory to practice connections
in a teacher residency program.
*********
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Using Virtual Reality and Testimony Based Education in Primary Classrooms to Promote
Social Justice
Ilene R. Berson, University of South Florida (USA)
Michael J. Berson, University of South Florida (USA)
Amy Carnes, USC Shoah Foundation -The Institute for Visual History and Education (USA)
Claudia R Wiedeman, USC Shoah Foundation -The Institute for Visual History and Education
(USA)
Jennifer Ward, Boyette Springs Elementary School (USA)
This presentation focuses on the findings from a pilot study assessing the use of testimony-based
education and virtual reality in primary grades to explore the ways that VR may lead to increased
prosocial behavior in the real world.
*********
An Infusion of Behavior Management Strategies Aimed to Empower Pre-Service and
Practicing Teachers
Kim McGarraugh Jones, Central Washington University (USA)
"My students won't stop talking when I am teaching!," is a common teachers’ complaint.
Behavior management is the most challenging part of teaching. In this presentation, strategies
that facilitate teaching success will be shared.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 130
Session Chair: Jason Hedrick
Using Virtual Reality to Expand Opportunities for Rural Students
Jason Hedrick, The Ohio State University (USA)
Mark Light, The Ohio State University (USA)
Social Studies classrooms can move away from “learning” about a time or place to “feeling” the
content through Virtual Reality. VR also helps bridge the “opportunity gap” experienced by rural
youth. Participants will learn about integrating VR applications into classrooms.
*********
Using Snapchat as a Formative Assessment in the Social Studies Classroom
Arren Swift, Pinellas County School/University of South Florida (USA)
Participants will learn how to create a technology-based, student-driven project that teaches
visual and media literacy and historical understanding through document analysis through the
utilization of Snapchat. Resources will be provided.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 201
Integrated Civil Rights in Florida Unit
Judy Lindquist - Orange County Public Schools (USA)
An integrated reading, writing and social studies unit that focuses on the Civil Rights struggles of
the 1960s in Florida. This unit begins with a literature study, then moves into the study of
primary documents of the time. Grades 4-8.
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TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 301
Session Chair: Katie Rommel-Esham
Climate Change: How Does It Affect Me?
Steve Wohlmuth, Central Kings Rural High School (Nova Scotia, Canada)
This presentation will focus on an introductory classroom assignment that teachers can use in the
classroom called Climate Change: How does it affect me? - which will allow students to
graphically illustrate scientific data from some of the leading scientists in the world, along with
locally collected data in an effort to engage students to critically analyze data and make
connections between human activities to climate change.
*********
Using Experiential Learning in the Elementary Social Studies Classroom to Support STEM
Instruction
Katie Rommel-Esham, SUNY College at Geneseo (USA)
Michelle Costello, SUNY College at Geneseo (USA)
Presenters will highlight the ways in which virtual field trips can be used to teach social studies
in a multidisciplinary setting by incorporating math, science, and information literacy.
Participants will leave with materials that allow them to implement similar lessons.
*********
Engaging Social Studies Teachers in Teaching about Global Sustainability: A
Collaborative Self-Study
Guichun Zong, Kennesaw State University (USA)
This presentation reports two teacher education faculty members’ collaborative inquiry in
developing curriculum and pedagogy to engage preservice middle school social studies teachers
in teaching for global sustainability in the United States.
11:00 - 11:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 117
Publishing a Media Review: Tips from JSSR's Book Review Editor
Sarah B. Shear, Penn State University-Altoona (USA)
This session will review the writing, review, and publication process for JSSR's book and media
reviews. Participants will workshop with JSSR's Book Review Editor on best practices for writing a
successful review for films and books related to social studies education.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 130
Women in World History: Exploring the inclusion and representation of women in
Tennessee World History Standards
Autumn Magliocca, University of Tennessee (USA)
Dr. Stewart Waters, University of Tennessee (USA)
This presentation examines gender representation within world history standards in the state of
Tennessee. Using a variety of instructional approaches, teachers will be provided with materials
and resources to incorporate gender relations into middle and high school world history
classrooms.
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TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 201
Give me less than an hour... I'll give you the power for More Time to Teach
Louis Apicella, Three Oaks Elementary (USA)
You'll learn some simple strategies to diffuse and have more time to teach in your classroom.
You can bring these back to your classroom next week!

12:00 - 12:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 130
Session Chair: Patricia Sealy
Internationalizing the Curriculum Through Interdisciplinary Collaboration
Madelyn Flammia, University of Central Florida (USA)
Houman Sadri, University of Central Florida (USA)
Cynthia Mejia, University of Central Florida (USA)
The presenters will explain how assignments created for an interdisciplinary Honors seminar
were adapted for use in other disciplines. They will share student learning outcomes from using
the assignments to develop students’ global competency in three diverse disciplines.
*********
The Changing Nature of Social Studies in a Developing Country
Dr. Patricia Sealy, University of Trinidad and Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago)
The changing nature of Social Studies in a developing country parallels the country’s
development in its strife to produce desirable citizens. This educational strategy invariably
reflects the prevailing ideology that may not augur well for classroom delivery.
*********
Is equitable transformative research possible within a global south-north partnership? A
case-study
Karen Biraimah, University of Central Florida (USA)
Agreement Jotia, University of Botswana (Botswana)
This paper will explore issues linked to the development of Global South-North partnerships, the
nearly inescapable inequities of such relationships, patterns, of inherent non-colonialism within
"partnership" research and publications, and the potential to decolonize.
MIRC GALLERY- POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Positive Views of Instructional Coaching and School Culture Can Impact Secondary
Teachers' Common Classroom Practices
Anita Anderson, Georgia Gwinnett College (USA)
James L. Pate, Valdosta State University (USA)
Rudo E. Tsemunhu, Valdosta State University (USA)
James Martinez, Valdosta State University (USA)
William F. Truby, Valdosta State University (USA)
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This presentation provides insight into the perceptions of secondary teachers who have had
positive experiences with instructional coaching resulting in applied common classroom
practices. The data exposed successful practices which can lead to a more clearly defined role of
instructional coaching.
*********
Positive Psychology and Positive Thoughts
Sarah Blanchard, Beacon College (USA)
Recent research has focused on the benefits of positive psychology, and they seem to be
overwhelmingly positive (Achor, 2013). There were ten participants interviewed for the current
study. The current study’s hypothesis stated that taking a positive psychology class will increase
positive thoughts and support was found for this hypothesis.
*********
Fostering Civic Education with Design Thinking
Brian Furgione, University of Central Florida/Seminole County Public Schools (USA)
Often times, issues students are tasked with “engaging” in are teacher generated and students
have little incentive to buy in or participate in the political process. By leveraging a human
centered design thinking approach, students gain real world, civic experiences while building
empathy.
*********
Teaching the Judicial Branch Through Simulations and Guest Speakers
Allison Sheridan, University of Central Florida (USA)
Prior research has shown many Americans do not know a lot about the Judicial Branch of our
government. This presentation provides instructional strategies to increase student knowledge on
the roles and functions of the Judicial Branch through collaborative simulations and guest
speakers who play a role in the judicial process.
*********
A phenomenological study of Black fifth grade students’ perceptions of social studies
Irenea Walker, University of Central Florida (USA)
This phenomenological study identifies Black fifth grade students’ perceptions during their
social studies instruction. The rationale for this study is to analyze elementary aged Black
students’ perceptions of social studies content. These perceptions are centered on historical
events, people, and places.
1:00 - 1:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 117
What's your biogiraffe? Using biography in Social Studies.
Rachel K. Turner, Texas A&M University/Biogiraffe (USA)
Eliel Hinojosa, Jr, Texas A&M University (USA)
Biography makes the social studies social. Students are able to understand how their own story
links them to the greater global community. Biographies provide students with a greater
understanding of the economic, social, political and environmental factors that shape their lives.
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TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 130
Session Chair: Stewart Waters
Censorship, Curriculum Maps, and Cute Activities: A Kindergarten Teacher’s
Experiences Integrating Literacy and Civics
Rebecca Lovering Powell, Florida Southern College (USA)
This presentation will share how one kindergarten teacher organized, planned, and implemented
integrated literacy and civics instruction. A framework developed to analyze integrated
curriculum, and how it may be used to plan integrated literacy and civics instruction will be
presented.
*********
Inclusive Practice in Primary Education by Graduate Teachers
Dr. Leela Ramsook, University of Trinidad and Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago)
Hundreds of teachers who have graduated with a Bachelor of Education degree are currently
employed at primary schools across Trinidad and Tobago. The study investigated whether
graduate teachers believe that they acquired the requisite competencies to engage in inclusive
practices.
*********
Social Studies in a Rural Elementary School: What do the students “like” and “dislike?”
Stewart Waters, University of Tennessee (USA)
This session will discuss findings from a research study at a rural elementary school in the
Southeastern United States. The researcher collected survey data on what students “liked” and
“disliked” about social studies instruction. Findings and implications will be discussed and
handouts will be provided.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 201
Session Chair: Kelsey Evans
Teaching Civics: A Discussion on Student Achievement
Kelsey Evans, University of Central Florida (USA)
Brian Furgione, University of Central Florida/Seminole County Public Schools (USA)
William B. Russell III, University of Central Florida (USA)
This presentation focuses on addressing the void in the research amongst the Florida Civics EOC
and begin a conversation on the measurement and impact of the Civics End-of-Course
Assessment on various populations of students throughout the state. With this lens in mind, we
investigate how race, gender, and socioeconomic status of students influence proficiency rates on
the Florida Civics End-of-Course Assessment for seventh grade students from 2013-2016
throughout the state.
*********
Contemporary Civic Curriculum in Turkey
Bulent Tarman (Turkey)
Emin Kilniҁ (Turkey)
The main objective of this study is to explain the contemporary civic education in high school in
Turkey. Turkish civic curriculum was downloaded from the website of the National Ministry of
Education website. Content analysis method is used to analyze the new civic curriculum.
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TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 301
Session Chair: Vance Geiger
American Cultural Narratives: Transforming Richard Slotkin from History to Culture
Vance Geiger, University of Central Florida (USA)
This paper explores the deeper cultural meanings in the work of cultural historian Richard
Slotkin leading to an understanding of American cultural narratives.
*********
Using Ethnographic Film Actively in the Social Science Classroom the Changing Nature of
Social Studies in a Developing Country
Eileen Smith-Cavros, Nova Southeastern University (USA)
Learn creative ideas for using ethnographic documentary film in the classroom. Participants
receive free access to a film on Mexican farmers who hunted manatees, and now see their natural
ecosystem, and traditional culture changing. Global and local lesson worksheets included.
*********
Conceptualizing Racism in Social Studies
Anthony Pellegrino, University of Tennessee (USA)
Joseph Adragna, St. Scholastica Academy, Covington, LA (USA)
Caleb Whitworth, Knox County Public Schools (USA)
We present findings from a lesson intervention study done in two secondary history classrooms
in which we challenged students to conceptualize racism through a variety of activities. Data
include implicit bias assessments, concept maps, and student photovoice presentations.
2:00 - 2:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 117
Integrating Reading Strategies in the Social Studies Classroom
Janice Ramos, Volusia County Schools (USA)
A workshop to help social studies teachers utilize specific reading strategies and differentiation
to help their students learn the content and perform well on tests.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 130
Do Students with Learning Disabilities Cause Professors Stress?
Cassandra Bergman, Beacon College (USA)
The purpose of this research was to determine if there is a difference in the stress levels of
professors who teach students with learning disabilities (LD) and those who teach students
without LDs.
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TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 201
DILEMMAS, DILEMMAS, DILEMMAS: A Nearly Teacher Proof Methodology
Dr. Samuel Gomberg, Shalhevet School (USA)
Ms. Linda Dawson, Downers Grove South High School (USA)
Supposedly there is no such thing as "teacher proof" lessons or curricula. Leading Dilemma
Discussions comes pretty close. If you are willing to dip your toe into the sometimes daunting
pool of stimulating class interactions, this session is for you!
3:00 - 3:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 102
Session Chair: Leela Ramsook
Inclusive Practice in the Teaching of Social Studies at the Primary Level
Dr. Leela Ramsook, University of Trinidad and Tobago (Trinidad and Tobago)
Hundreds of teachers are currently employed at primary schools across Trinidad and Tobago.
The purpose of the study was to determine whether teachers believe that they acquired the
requisite competencies to engage in inclusive practices in teaching Social Studies.
*********
Modernizing the Social Studies Curriculum: Curriculum Change in Social Studies
Education in Turkey
Emin Kilinҁ (Turkey)
Bulent Tarman (Turkey)
The main purpose of this paper is to evaluate social studies curriculum changes in Turkey. In
addition, this paper investigates which traditions of social studies, defined by Barr, Barth and
Shermis (1977) do the curricula stem from.
*********
Bad Lesson, Good Lesson: The Importance of Child Development in Early Childhood
Education
Shelly Hudson Bowden, Auburn University-Montgomery (USA)
Understanding child development lays the foundation for teaching young children. With this
knowledge comes the ability to predict and create environments that showcase bad and good
teaching lessons. Participants will glean insight through the presentations videotaped lessons.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 117
Session Chair: Matt Hensley
How can I use Canvas in the Classroom?
Trisha Kudzol, Orange County Public Schools (USA)
Annette Williams, Orange County Public Schools (USA)
Gabriele Rodriguez, Orange County Public Schools (USA)
Come see how to use the Canvas platform to enhance the educational process and engagement
with your students. The technology is a platform that will allow you to load all your lessons at
the click of a button.
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*********
Twitter: Sparking Academic Engagement and Political Participation in The Social Science
Classroom.
Matt Hensley, Greene County Schools, Tennessee /University of Tennessee, Knoxville (USA)
Learn how to effectively employ the use of Twitter to combine political and civic engagement,
while enriching content knowledge and skill in a relevant and interactive way. Specific
integrative techniques to be covered include: microblogging, backchanneling, and social network
construction.
*********
Designing a Class Project with a Global Focus: An International Research Guide for
Undergraduates
Madelyn Flammia, University of Central Florida (USA)
The presenter will describe a semester-long service-learning project in which technical
communication students created a guide to international research for undergraduates at the
University of Central Florida. She will also offer suggestions for adapting the assignment in
other courses.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 130
Session Chair: Aaron C. Bruewer
Unleashing powerful voices and identities of a diverse classroom community
Dr. Gilbert Duenas, Auburn University at Montgomery (USA)
A third grade teacher pondered how to cultivate the inquisitiveness of a community of learners to
seek new knowledge. The teacher explored creative ways of inspiring children’s wanting new
knowledge, openly sharing ideas, and taking charge in their own school learning.
******
The Expanding Conceptual Scope and Depth in the Classroom: Technology and the Long
Civil Rights Movement
Aaron C. Bruewer , Shawnee State University (USA)
Jayne Bielke, Ball State University (USA)
Using Hall’s Long Civil Rights Movement thesis, this presentation engages conversation on how
web 2.0 technology brings about a deeper, broader approach to learning the African-American
Civil Rights Movement using the intersection of the TPACK framework, and Banks
Transformative Curriculum.
******
Education for peace: social cartography's contributions
Jaime Andres Parra Ospina, Santo Angel High School (Colombia)
Alejandro Pimienta Betancur, Universidad de Antioquia (Colombia)
Education for peace has gained great relevance in Colombia today, in the context of peace
agreements between the governments and the guerrillas. This paper shows how social
cartography can contribute to education for peace in the educational institutions of the city of
Medellín.
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TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 201
Teaching Social Studies in the Age of Trump: Can we be fair and objective?
Dr. Samuel Gomberg, Shalhevet School (USA)
Ms. Linda Dawson, Downers Grove South High School (USA)
Imagine a classroom where the non-compliant student learns to self-correct inappropriate
behavior. A classroom where you could spend more time doing what you love…teaching.
Eliminate the repeated warnings and requests without using trendy gimmicks or paying a student
to behave. The techniques provided will increase the time you spend on academics while at the
same time empowering your students to take responsibility for their actions and achieve success.
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9:00 - 9:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 102
Session Chair: Van Anh Tran
Second Generation Understandings of the Vietnam War
Van Anh Tran, Teachers College, Columbia University (USA)
Collective memory and historical consciousness converge by surfacing the role of the individual
as an agent in shaping common knowledge and accepted truths. How, then, do Vietnamese
American youth use historical consciousness to understand their communities?
*********
Blended Learning in a Midwestern Secondary Setting: Reporting on Challenge, Adaption
and Success
Aaron C. Bruewer, Shawnee State University (USA)
Doug Ficker, Northwest Senior High School (USA)
This presentation provides insight into a collaborative effort in secondary blended learning,
identifying challenges, successes and adaptations, breaking the hold of traditional methods, and
providing a catalyst for generating new iterations of blended learning for meaningful social
studies instruction.
Call it Like it is: How Social Studies Teachers Can Distinguish Bullying from Racial
Microaggressions
Carolyn Silva, University of Florida (USA), Tianna Dowie-Chin, University of Florida (USA)
This article aims to question the definitions of bullying as incidents that occur to anyone and in
any context. Instead, we argue that bullying and racial microaggressions are connected which
suggest that such behavior is a manifestation of racism.
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TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 117
What's your biogiraffe? Using biography in World Cultures.
Eliel Hinojosa, Jr., Texas A&M University (USA)
Rachel K. Turner, Texas A&M University/Biogiraffe (USA)
As students study world cultures their understanding is often limited by the lack of biographical
information from the people in those cultures. Biographies provide students with greater
understanding of the economic, social, political and environmental factors shape their lives.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 201
Session Chair: Kelsey Evans
Mindfulness and the Social Studies
Kelsey Evans, University of Central Florida (USA)
William B. Russell III, University of Central Florida (USA)
This presentation will explain how Mindfulness Meditation (MM) and Social Emotional
Learning (SEL) have been proven effective in education, but has not been extensively studied
within the social studies. This presentation provides a theoretical exploration for the
interconnection of social studies education and mindful coping tools for stress and anxiety
reduction. MM and SEL will be subsequently defined and furthermore discussed in how they
have the potential to aid social studies instruction.
*********
Who is a न
 ाग रक (citizen)? Citizenship theories in Indian education policy
Joseph R. Nichols, Jr., Ph.D., Saint Louis University (USA)
This study examines how liberalism, republicanism, ethnonationalism, and non-statism play out
in Indian education policy, how these citizenship theories interact in policy form the civic
framework for Indian schools and, as such, promote certain views of citizenship over others.
10:00 - 10:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 102
An Inquiry-Based Lesson on the Interstate Highway System, Was it the Greatest
Investment Ever?
Joshua L. Kenna, University of Tennessee (USA)
The goal of this presentation is to showcase and discuss the elements of an inquiry-based lesson.
Attendees will take part in the lesson as they determine if the interstate highway system was the
greatest investment ever.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 117
Combining Open Education Resources and Standards Based Grading in the Middle School
Social Studies Classroom
Julian Maguregui, Hillsborough County Public Schools, University of South Florida (USA)
Eric Turner, Hillsborough County Public Schools, University of South Florida (USA)
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In the age of finding ways to throw aside the textbook, OER (Open Educational Resources)
provide a platform to diversify the resources we are delivering to our students. Blending these
with a Standards Based Grading Platform has opened up strategies to use in the middle school
social studies classroom.

TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 130
Teaching Together: Community Partnership to Improve Social Studies Education
Jing A. Williams, University of South Dakota (USA)
Joseph A. Knoer, University of South Dakota (USA)
This interactive presentation introduces a successful community-based research project with
secondary social studies pre-service teachers. The audience will learn how to implement similar
projects in their own classrooms. Handouts and resources will be provided.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 102
Journal of Social Studies Research Q and A
William B. Russell III, University of Central Florida (USA)
This Q and A session aims to provide individuals an opportunity to talk with the Editor about the
Journal of Social Studies Research, submitting manuscripts, the review process, and more.
11:00 - 11:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 102
Linking Literature and Learning Experiences: Exploring Opportunities to Deepen
Students' Conceptual Understanding
Dr. Melissa Parks, Stetson University (USA)
Designed for the preservice and beginning teacher, this session will share ways to link children’s
literature and social studies content. The session will present ways to evaluate and align
literature, social studies content, and authentic learning experiences, including field trips.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 117
Teaching Privilege and Discrimination in Elementary Social Studies Classes
Lauren Yarnell Bradshaw, PhD, University of North Georgia (USA)
Exploring concepts of privilege and discrimination are taboo subjects for many elementary social
studies classrooms. This presentation aims to guide teachers of young learners on how to
incorporate critical citizenship pedagogy into their social studies lessons using simulations, Dr.
Seuss, and primary source analysis.
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TEACHING
ACADEMY ROOM
130
Session Chair: Heather N. Hagan
Kid Friendly Approach: How pre-service teachers use trade books to discuss difficult
topics
Heather N. Hagan, Coastal Carolina University (USA)
This paper explores PSTs’ conceptualization of the use of children’s literature in elementary
social studies instruction about difficult topics. The participant’s perception of the tool’s
“kid-friendly” approach is examined along with their actual use of trade books in their
instruction.
*********
The Role of the University Supervisor in the Student-Teaching Triad
Melissa Mitchem, Teachers College at Columbia University (USA)
Yianella Blanco, Teachers College at Columbia University (USA)
Researchers will share their study examining how the structure of field supervision, the teaching
experiences of the university supervisor and the dialogue between university supervisor and
student-teachers' process of becoming a teacher for social justice.
12:00 - 12:55
.::CONCURRENT SESSIONS::.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 102
It's Story Time: Using Literature to Teach Social Studies Content in the Elementary
Classroom
Julie Reheiser, Chisholm Elementary, Volusia County Schools (USA)
Social Studies education does not always have to take place with the use of informational texts.
Literature in the form of novels and picture books can be an engaging way to deliver social
studies content in the elementary classroom. Using literature allows educators to take an
interdisciplinary approach to units, integrating both ELA and social studies standards.
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TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 117
Session Chair: Jennifer Kohnke
A Pedagogical Approach to Teaching The Holocaust through Picture Books Curriculum
Resources and Methodology to Implement the Florida Holocaust Education Mandate in
Elementary Grades
Dr. Jennifer Kohnke, Aurora University (USA)
This session will highlight several picture books that provide age appropriate foundations for
teaching the Holocaust. Interactive notebook activities for the books will be shared, along with
lesson handouts.
*********
Curriculum Resources and Methodology to Implement the Florida Holocaust Education
Mandate in Elementary Grades
Rachayita Shah, Florida Atlantic University (USA)
Ilene Allgood, Florida Atlantic University (USA)
Maureen Carter, School District of Palm Beach County (USA)
This teacher workshop will introduce participants to the plethora of resources available for
Holocaust education in elementary grades. It will also offer opportunities to engage in effective
teaching approaches, including case study analysis, guided discussion questions, group activities,
and role-play.
*********
Narrating Nationalism: Zionism and World History Textbooks in the United States
Daniel Osborn, Dean College (USA)
This scholarship presents a critical discourse analysis of five leading World History textbooks'
representations of Zionism. Zionism is a dynamic national ideology that has its own internal rifts.
However, textbooks present it as a singular and coherent ideology.
TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 130
Teaching the Arab-Israeli Conflict & Peace Process with Primary Sources
Dori Gerber, Institute for Curriculum Services (USA)
Connect the history and background of the Arab-Israeli conflict and peace process to the present
through a diverse set of primary sources and teaching strategies that support close, analytic
reading and evidence-based responses.
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TEACHING ACADEMY ROOM 201
Session Chair: Lesley Mace
Teaching Economics in the 21st Century: Teaching Digital economy and Spectacular
expansion of e-commerce to Undergraduates: A comparative analysis between Turkey and
the USA
Nihal Yildirim Mizrak, Anadolu University (Turkey)
The digital economy is growing quickly in so many countries, USA and Turkey included, and it
is impacting sectors as varied as education, banking, retail, energy, transportation, publishing,
media or health.
*********
Documents, Data and Digital Collections: Primary Sources from the Fed
Lesley Mace, Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta - Jacksonville Branch (USA)
Explore the Fed’s free digital archives, historical collections, history gateway and online data
graphing and mapping tools to discover original documents, letters, and artifacts that can help
build the critical thinking and analysis skills so fundamental for future student success.
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UCF COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
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12:00-12:55 PM
1:00-1:55 PM
2:00-2:55 PM
3:00-3:55 PM
FRIDAY CONFERENCE PLANNER
TIME

SESSION

LOCATION

9:00-9:55 AM
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10:00-10:55 AM
11:00-11:55 AM
12:00-12:55 PM
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